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NEW QUESTION: 1
Which of the following statements is NOT true regarding queue manager clusters?
A. Requires a separately installed component
B. Provides for workload balancing
C. Simplifies distributed queue management
D. Can be dynamically joined by participating queue managers
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 2
Which accounts leverage the component Dimension for driver and trend based calculations?
(Choose two.)
A. Expense
B. Balance Sheet
C. Revenue
D. Cash Flow
Answer: A,C
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
Explanation:
Specifying Drivers and Trends
Specify drivers and trends for standard forecasts in Driver and Trend Based driver and
trend-based.
Specify drivers and trends for rolling forecasts in Rolling Forecast Rolling forecast icon.
Calculated values for the accounts associated with your drivers display on Driver-Based
Revenue and Driver-Based Expense on the tab for your forecasting method.
References: https://docs.oracle.com/cloud/latest/pbcs_common/EPBUG/fin_defining_trendbased_driver_assumptions.htm#EPBUG-pbcse_f_financials_260

NEW QUESTION: 3
Create a redis pod and mount "redis-config" as "redis.conf"
inside redis container, name the config volume as "redis-volume"

redis-config path - /opt/redis-config
A. Pending
B. 0
C. 1
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 4
Which is true regarding the IBM Domino 9.0 Social Edition OpenSocial component?
A. The OpenSocial component makes social and web features of only IBM Connections
available directly in the user's mail.
B. The OpenSocial component provides a mechanism to let external applications access NSF
data.
C. The OpenSocial component requires a Domino server running on Linux.
D. The OpenSocial component provides social and web features to make third-party processes
available directly in the user's mail.
Answer: D
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
Explanation:
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